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_______ hunters even though their weapons are primitive.

A.favourite B.original C.sufficient D.expert 2.Before he left the White

House, the president made a _______ speech. A.quaarel B.symbol

C.automobile D.farewell 3.The local government has begun a

_______ in this city to cut down the traffic accidents. A.protest

B.punishment C.protection D.project 4.It is highly _______ that he

come here tomorrow to join us. A.desirable B.doubtful C.good

D.wanted 5.A new idea began to _______ from his mind when he

was on his way back home. A.emerge B.output C.starve D.tend 6.If

you just stay in this city for few days, we can give you a _______

library card and you can still make use of the books in the city

library. A.terminal B.temporary C.regular D.chamber 7.When you

buy anything expensive, never forget to ask for the _______ from the

shop. A.render B.trust C.receipt D.tale 8.These programs are

designed for those young people who want to _______ higher

education but do not have enough time to go to university. A. insure

B.purse C.purchase D.pursue 9.In order to write his paper, he

borrowed a lot of _______ books from the school library. A.

implication B.reference C.sample D.saucer 10.When he opened the

door, he used too much force and _______ the key. A.trailed

B.varied C.twisted D.wicked 11.When heated, water changes into

_______. A.solid B.vapour C.liquid D.air 12.What she achieved in



her research might _______ what she had been expecting. A.exceed

B.exclaim C.excess D.extend 13.It is _______ to anyone here that

the department chairman has refused to support the new project.

A.factor B.false C.evident D.elastic 14.He _______ his father in

appearance but not in height. A.repeats B.looks C.resembles D.likes

15.Both O.J.Simpson and Jim Brown have been ______ as the

greatest players in the history of football. A.ranked B.recorded
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